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About This Game

The Hallway - Now Available!

Do you have what it takes to escape? Constricted VR is a fully immersive Escape-The-Room style game exclusively for the
HTC Vive. Beginning in a central hub, you can select from two different escape rooms with varying themes and puzzles. From

the basement of a psychopath to a mysterious hallway, the environments are different and exciting. You may even discover
some secrets while exploring both escape rooms. Please note that this game is not meant to be easy, so you must use every ounce

of your deductive skills to escape each room!
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Title: Constricted VR
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
PNxDesigns
Publisher:
PNxDesigns
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 500 MB available space
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From the Steam page, it looked pretty good. You know, good graphics-ish, maybe compelling characters, good storyline. That's
what you expect from a game. You can try it if you want, but I seriously don't suggest it. It's a complete waste of money. Trust
me when I say that the developer should change the name to "The Game of Bugs." Please, I don't want you to waste your money.
Go with the other game that you're debating with.. This DLC seems outdated and in need of an update. There's only 2 career
tasks, one is not well explained, one can't be completed on time. Cheap perhaps but didn't have any fun with it. Not
recommended.. Great Time-Killer, if you like Nickervision games like Ding Dong XL, Orbt XL ect. and Retro Music. I'ts for
you.
I like the customizable map design, so you can make your own patterns. Can't wait for more songs and online Leaderboards..
Simplistic game...which is what I was looking for. Just looking for basic board, casino, & card games. Bought the combo Mega
Pack for about $20, which included the Casino 'Mega' pack, the Card games 'Mega' Pack, the Puzzles & Board Games pack and
an additional Mahjong Ultimate. Many titles are repetitive. The Mahjong is included in the Puzzles combo. Several card games
are duplicated across the Casino and the Card Games Pack.

Overall, I'm unimpressed and frustrated with it. I've logged 15 hrs on it, and will still probably play it more. I've tried about 50%
of the titles included. It's a functional time-waster\/procrastination tool. Visually, it looks good enough, and is not overly
animated which would only slow down game play. It does allow you to save a few profiles which hold your visual settings per
profile, and your winnings\/losses in the Casino games.

However, my gripes however, are as follows:
1. No Game Play options in any titles, beyond very basic visual background options and sound volumes. There are 0 rule
options, and therefore no variation available in game play. Ie. Solitaire is only the 1 variation. Dominoes is not a version which
allows scoring points. etc.
2. Game difficulty logic is very simple, not adjustable, and for the most part not challenging at all. I've never lost at
Backgammon once, can't lose at Mancala now that I've figured out the pattern of opponent moves, etc...yet, get crushed in Chess
continually because I'm terrible. Honestly, I'm no good at any of them and I shouldn't be able to go undefeated against the
computer.
3. Mancala has bug that freezes it. There is literally no support anywhere to be found.
4. No statistics of any sort, even just win\/loss %s are not kept. That's exclusive of Casino which of course is based on a starting
wage. I've haven't lost all my money yet, but it sounds like from the forums that there is no way to go completely broke and lose.

So, dissatisfied. I dropped a few dollars thinking it would be better and more versatile than just Standard Microsoft titles of the
same. But it did not include even as many options as those OS embedded games. There were surprisingly few Steam choices in
this genre. I suppose I'm the only one that wants to play such mindless games.

If I had it to do over, I'd have just bought the Casino Package for $5 or so and looked elsewhere for cards and board game titles.
The Casino games I've played have been satisfactory, including Craps and Roulette.

Hope this helps someone.
Btw, I'm running W10
. well i don't know why but can't still get black screened, wz overclocked i7 4700hq and gtx 1060 so it's not my hardware's bad.
So this game is totally unplayable for me.
I reckon the game's fun and hope more people to play it
but plz check ur hardware and software status before buying it.

i could not give a possitve review and there's no neutral ones.

so negative for my wasted hard earned lil money

I have to say sorry to the devs and the other players who loved the game.
I finally played the game, and it was full of fun.
Positive and thanks, Developers and Fata1Err0r. Secret Files is a strange series. Secret Files 1: Tunguska had a very good story,
but awful voice acting and nonexistent logic. Secret Files 2 had a slightly worse story, but slightly better logic and voice acting
(though still not good). Now Secret Files 3 has pretty good logic almost all throughout the game and actually enjoyable puzzles,
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but the story is incredibly short, awfully told and the ending is so quick, you might miss it if you blink. The voice acting has
been further improved and could even be called decent now, but the audio balance is kinda wack; Nina speaks so silently
sometimes that the music is 5 times louder than her voice, on default settings.

Anyway: from a gameplay perspective, there is improvement as the game becomes much smoother as a result of improved
puzzles and logic; but from a story perspective, this game is painful, doesn't make any sense and is (luckily?) over far too
quickly. My guess is that they extracted some logic from the story and put it into the puzzles; why can't both be good for once?
We may never know, but I feel like this series could've been so much more.

Not much has changed with Nina and Max either, though there is slightly less forced humour. (Aside from the outtake reel in
the end which seems, uh...misplaced?)

The overall experience is slightly improved compared to Secret Files 2, but as an adventure game, it still isn't that great and thus
I can't really recommend it.. I regret spending 30$, I wouldn't recommend the purchase right now. Huge buzz kill when
attempting to loot structures to have zombies appear of of thin air around you. You can walk though an empty room (or clear the
building) turn around and have 1 or a cluster of enemies to deal with.

There needs to be a safe spot mechanic in place 20-50 blocks so you can just deal with whats around you and be able to loot in
peace. Also when using the claim land block it be nice if there was a no spawn min radius so players wouldn't have a zombie
hanging out at the front door or worse yet....in the base. Hopefully this will covered in the next patch.. Oh man.

I was not sure what to expect from this game. But boy, was I in for a sweet surprise.
This game is essentially a room escape game, with video elements integrated in.
And it works SO WELL.

A very enjoyable experience. First episode is very short, but well worth the cost.
I am excited for the remaining episodes to be released!!. I had a lot of fun playing this, even though it gets slightly repetitive if
you want to try all the romances; there could have been a few more changes to the main story depending on the romance
options. Still, the romances are sweet, they all have their charm, and the game mechanics are easy to figure out with a bit of trial
and error.
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what should of said alot about the mixed reviews was the fact the video of this "Youtuber" is what sounds like a 12-14 year old
kid playing the mobile version of this game.

The game itself is ok, but i feel sorry for the person who did the artwork for this game due to the fact its short, doesnt really
have much of a story, and its a poorly made unity game.

its a pretty generic unity game with generic jumpscares i see alot in unity horror games.

they should of worked with unity ALOT more before actualy trying to make a game again

its only worth it if you want cards, other than that dive in and just see the jumpscares that really aren't spooky. I've waited for
this gave for about seven years, and it's not as... I would have hoped. Of course, I'm so happy it's out, but I'm just not as
impressed as I thought I would be. At least not so far.

I'm already confused on the first puzzle, in the underground night section after you fight the group of Tainted. What is the
symbol code for the door\/root sytem? I have no idea where to find it, and nothing is working. If anyone can help me , I'd be
grateful.. This is a waste of time and money. The idea of a NEET simulator is the best part about this game. There is absolutely
nothing to tell you what things are or what you're supposed to do. Once you do begin to play to try and figure things out, you
very quickly realize that the game is even more excrutiating than watching an actual NEET spend his day doing nothing.. This
mod is fantastic, what's great about is the fact that it's free! And set in the Western Front.

There are only four maps at the moment, but that doesn't stop us from having fun and intense moments in games or mods like
this.

The maps look good. My favourite is Oosterbeek, cause the British ^^.
Custom uniforms aren't to bad, but they look good for a mod.
The British models and sleeves look great and so does their weapons! ^^.
(The German G43 looks weird though)

There will be lots of fighting and explosions all around you
Combat feels like its more deadlier in this mod and more intense.
Probably because three maps in this game are kinda small, so don't be suprised to experience a lot of dying in the game or
maybe it's just me thinking that the maps are small idk.

The big downside is that it uses "Rising Storm" format or whatever, so if you don't have Rising Storm.

You won't be able to use other classes in either side and you'll only be able to use the Rifleman class.

But if that doesn't bother you or if you already have RS, go ahead and give this mod a try!. If you're looking for a good match 3
game, League of Mermaids has you covered. The game contains an incredible number of match 3 boards, getting increasingly
more difficult as you proceed in the story. What I really like here is that the boards are not on a grid, instead they take several
forms ranging from your basic "ball pit" to free floating boards in space that require strategic dropping to solve them
completely.

The story is forgettable, told by static images. A mermaid has lost treasures which means the world will be destroyed, so she has
to solve match 3 puzzles to get them back. Each stage contains 15 boards, and you return a treasure after every 5th board.

The match 3 puzzles can be solved relatively easily, even the difficult ones, but to get a 3 star rating on each board you do not
only need to solve it (1st star), but also solve it before the time limit (2nd star) and also match an additonal challenge for the 3rd
star. This is where the difficulty comes in, since it usually requires you to match three specific gems which are scattered across
the board before the rest of the board is solved.

This added complexity of trying to get all three stars is what makes the game fun and challenging, and keeps me returning to it.
I've already spent multiple hours trying to perfect the boards, and will probably sink in a lot more in this fun game.
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If you're still not sure what this game is like, think of a cross between Bubble Bobble, Peggle, and a basic match 3 game. Add
some relaxing music and cute graphics, and you have League of Mermaids.. Okay, I'm not usually one to review, let alone do so
just to complain, but oh buddy. I guess I thought this was a different game when I bought it? I thought it was your run-of-the-
mill survival game, but it's basically Shelter but with bears. Until this game gets some much-needed attention, I'd just play that
instead.
I got about fifteen minutes into this before I just couldn't play anymore. Some issues are more forgivable than others, but the
starting area is just too big for its purpose, there seems to be a limited understanding of what bears are actually like, and oh god,
the text. I'm a copyeditor, and I'm trying really hard not to be pedantic, but the script\/directions need some serious attention.
Pro tip, devs, if you're listening: 'satiety' doesn't mean what you think it means. It's like saying "happiness" in place of "happy".
Calm down with the vocab lessons and just use "full".. A decent DLC to be completely honest!!. I am very dissapointed with
this as I have purchased it but have not got an activation key to make it work... and that was after I paid for it. If anyone can
help though, I'd appreciate it as it looks like a good, value for money product. If only it could work.. EDIT: I'm updating my
review as soon as I've finished the avaliable bossess (11\/30 so a third of the game, the easy third I suppose). More than 2 hrs
just to unlock those, and without 100% of start earned. So, the full game would be at least 6 hrs long. I confirm it's a great game
and any boss is unique and different to beat. To spend worthy your stars is mandatory or later would be impossible to progress,
in fact you can also reset your XP assigment for a price.

---

Nice and unexpected game, than mix in a good way a match two puzzle with a pistol shooter. But it's more than this because the
puzzle itself it's a boss than attack you and could be beaten just learning his moves, and you can also spend XP earned to
improve your stats. A demo is avaliable, but honestly you can't understand very much from it as the first boss is closer than a
whirlgig where further they're shaped as animal and act like real game bosses.

Things I really liked in this game:

1) price is very fair, this could costs 9.90 and would be anyway better than LOT of games of the same range;
2) if you beat something in the demo, you'll find this unlocked even in the full game;
3) The campaign seems very long: 30 bosses to win, where any boss has three configuration with different attacks, shapes and
gems, so basically 90 stages. Sadly, I regret buying this. This model is good but it isn't good at all.

The sounds a ALWAYS default recycled. Passenger view is okay with how to make a paper aeroplane but with SWT seats is
wrong! It even has snow trees at the driver door wall. The doors well, some of it HAS the wrong animation. The inside of the
MLC is NOT EVEN finished. The cab is okay but the throttle and reverser is from the 319. Dovetail Games, you ruined this
unit.

Sadly, I REALLY cannot recommend this even though I can solidly use it but sorry for people who like this unit. I can still use it
in 'Steam Workshop' still. About 45% great. But the really good thing is that it has scrolling text on the destinations. But I could
recommend this unit if using for better AI or player experience. Dovetail Games, please try again but not rushing another DLC
like this...

In the description: The World\u2019s fastest electric multiple unit speeds into Train Simulator, perfect for recreating Gatwick
Express services on the London-Brighton route. No, its not the 'world\u2019s fastest electric multiple unit'. Its actully the
'world\u2019s fastest third rail electric multiple unit' because it is not fast like the Javelin (Class 395) or ICE 1, 2, 3 and T,
Eurostar, HST, Class 180, 390 or any other TGV or other trains that has speeds more than 108 MPH. Even for a mention, the
JET train (not actully real), its the worlds fastest train than any other trains in Train Simulator.
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